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ABSTRACT
To tackle the growing complexity of engineered systems, Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) proposes to
promote models to first-class citizens in the development process. Within MDE, Multi-Paradigm Modelling
(MPM) advocates modelling every relevant aspect of a system explicitly, using the most appropriate formalism, at the most appropriate level of abstraction, while explicitly modelling the underlying process. Often,
activities of the process require interaction with (domain-specific) engineering and modelling tools. These
interactions are, however, typically captured in scripts and program code, which is not the most appropriate
formalism for describing the timed, reactive, and concurrent behaviour of these protocols. Additionally, formal analysis of the overall process is limited due to the incorporation of black-box activities. In this paper,
we propose an approach for the explicit modelling of service interaction protocols in the activities of MDE
processes. We also explicitly model the execution semantics of our process model. For both purposes, we
propose to use SCCD, a Statecharts variant, resulting in a unified and concise formalism.
Keywords: process modelling, reactive systems, multi-paradigm modelling, service orchestration
1

INTRODUCTION

The complexity of nowadays’ heterogeneous systems is constantly increasing. With the advent of CyberPhysical Systems (CPS), smart mechatronic systems of the Industry4.0 initiative, and the Internet-of-Things
(IoT), engineers are facing challenges of an unprecedented magnitude.
To successfully and efficiently tackle the complexity of the engineered system, modelling- and simulationbased techniques became of a particular importance in the flow of the engineering work. Model-Driven
Engineering (MDE) (Kent 2002) regards models as first-class concepts during system development: before
realizing the system, stakeholders build models of the various aspects of the system, resulting in a virtual
product which can be later analyzed, simulated and verified. Stakeholder models capture the parts of the
virtual product relevant to the stakeholder (Broman et al. 2012). Due to the complexity of the engineered
systems, it is often the case that the stakeholders are specialized in different domains and, therefore, their
models are domain-specific as well. Within MDE, Multi-Paradigm Modelling (MPM) (Mosterman and
Vangheluwe 2004) actively promotes this specialization. MPM advocates modeling every relevant aspect
of the system explicitly, using the most appropriate formalism, at the most appropriate level of abstraction,
while explicitly modelling the process.
c
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Such processes aim at depicting how the various domain-specific models are used during the development.
Models are passed around during the process and are being worked on in the activities of the process.
These activities are either manual or automated, and typically make use of various services offered by
engineering tools. If modelled in an appropriate formalism, the process can be analyzed and subsequently
enacted (Osterweil 1987). The enacted process orchestrates the engineering services, thus enabling a higher
level of automation in the flow of the modelling work in general.
Orchestration requires a detailed specification of the interaction protocol with the external services. In manual activities, user input is required, often through a (visual) modelling and simulation tool. In automated
activities, a service (or multiple services) might be invoked and communicated with in an automated way.
Such interaction protocols can be very complex, as they rely on timed, reactive, and concurrent behaviour,
making their formal analysis paramount in real engineering processes. The analysis of the interaction protocols in the process at hand enables improving the overall process from various aspects, such as transit time,
scheduling, resource utilization, overall model consistency, etc. These interactions are, however, typically
specified in the form of scripts or programs, which interface with the API of the tools providing the services.
Such an encoding of the interaction protocols poses a serious challenge in their formal analyzability.
The contributions of this paper are twofold. First, we propose to explicitly model the external service interaction protocols in the activities of engineering processes using SCCD (Van Mierlo et al. 2016), a variant
of Statecharts (Harel 1987). SCCD is appropriate for modeling timed, reactive and autonomous behaviour,
as it has native constructs available for it. This facilitates the implementation of the interactions protocols,
and enables future analysis of the service orchestration. Second, we provide execution semantics for the
overall process by combining the previously defined activities into a higher level statechart, augmented with
process semantics.
In the remainder of this section, we present a motivating example, used throughout the paper. In Section 2,
we give a brief overview of the background to our work. In Section 3, we review the related work to
identify the shortcomings of the current state of the art. The core of our approach is presented in Section 4
and Section 5, where we present the modelling of activities and the mapping of the process, respectively.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses future work.
Motivating example
Our motivating example is the optimization of the
number of traffic signals in a railway system. The
system consists of sequences of railway segments,
each guarded by a single traffic signal. For safety reasons, only one train is allowed on each railway segment, despite the segment being longer. Adding more
traffic signals increases the throughput of the system,
though also increases the cost of maintenance. The
ideal number of traffic lights is therefore dependent
on the characteristics of the system (e.g., train interarrival time, acceleration, total length).
The optimization is done by modelling the system
with the DEVS (Zeigler 1984) formalism. Our problem requires several atomic DEVS models, such as
a generator, collector, railway segment, and a traffic
signal, and a single coupled DEVS model, coupling

Figure 1: Process model of the example.
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these atomic models together. This model is subsequently simulated for a fixed set of parameters, while
varying the number of traffic signals over the total length. All simulation results are collected, the cost
function is evaluated for all of them, and the number of traffic signals with the minimal cost is returned.
This process is shown in Figure 1, where we first design the various atomic models manually, though concurrently. Additionally, a set of parameters is chosen, for which to simulate the model. Afterwards, the
created atomic DEVS models are used to create the coupled DEVS model. It is this collection of models
that is passed on to the optimization step, which plots out the costs of various configurations.
We have implemented this example using our approach in the Modelverse (Van Tendeloo and Vangheluwe
2017, Van Tendeloo 2015), our prototype Multi-Paradigm Modelling tool. Simulations were performed
using the PythonPDEVS (Van Tendeloo and Vangheluwe 2014) simulator as an external service.
2

BACKGROUND

We first give a brief overview on the background of our work. Our approach builds on the combination of
two formalisms: Formalism Transformation Graph + Process Model and Statecharts + Class Diagrams,
both of which are explained next.
2.1 Formalism Transformation Graph + Process Model (F TG +P M)
Process modelling is a widely used technique on the business level of a project. Business process modelling
formalisms, however, fall short of capturing the essence of the engineering nature of a complex system
development endeavor. The Formalism Transformation Graph + Process Model (F TG +P M) formalism (Lucio et al. 2013) is designed specifically for depicting model-driven development processes. The two parts
of the formalism depict the two aspects to an MDE process: the used formalisms (F TG), and the process
itself (P M). The F TG part depicts all the formalisms and the transformations between formalisms, which
are used in the engineering process. The P M part enables detailed modeling of the process and the models
flowing through that process as artifacts. As such, the F TG serves as an explicit type system to the P M,
with formalisms typing models (artifacts) and transformations typing activities of the process. The P M enables using arbitrary process modeling formalisms, UML Activity diagrams being the typical choice for this
purpose (Dávid et al. 2017).
2.2 Statecharts + Class Diagrams (SCCD)
Statecharts is a formalism for modelling timed, reactive, autonomous systems, and was introduced by
Harel (Harel 1987). Its main abstractions are states that can be composed hierarchically and orthogonally;
transitions between these states that are either spontaneous, or triggered by an external event (coming from
the environment), an internal event that was raised by an orthogonal component, or a timeout; and actions
that are executed when a transition is executed.
While Statecharts is an appropriate formalism for describing the timed, reactive, autonomous behaviour
of systems, it does not allow to model a system with dynamically changing structure. In many systems,
objects are continuously created and destroyed, however. The SCCD formalism (Van Mierlo, Van Tendeloo,
Meyers, Exelmans, and Vangheluwe 2016) extends Statecharts with the concepts of the Class Diagrams
formalism (classes and relations), which model structure, and associates with each class a definition of its
behaviour (in the form of a Statecharts model). At runtime, a class can be instantiated as an object, and
relationships between classes can be instantiated as links between objects. Links serve as communication
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channels, over which objects can send and receive events. There is exactly one default class, of which an
instance is created when the system is started by the runtime.
3

RELATED WORK

Process and workflow modelling is a extensively researched domain. Related modelling languages are primarily geared towards modelling concurrency and synchronisation (van der Aalst et al. 2003). Pertinent
examples include languages based on BPMN (Stiehl 2014), Petri nets (van der Aalst 2015) and UML Activity Diagrams (Bhattacharjee and Shyamasundar 2009). In this section, we will only focus on and discuss
the most relevant and well known approaches in terms of the intentions of this paper.
The Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) (Silver and Richard 2009) is a widely used standard
in process modelling. BPMN is used in a wide range of areas, to model processes in non-IT, as well as
IT-intensive organisations. Its main goal is to provide an understandable notation for all stakeholders. The
focus is more on the conceptual modelling of processes, and less on orchestration and execution. From
version 2.0, the standard has been extended with support for orchestration, albeit, on a non-technical level.
jBPM (Cumberlidge 2007) is an open-source, Java-based framework that supports execution of BPMN
2.0 conform processes. The framework also provides enhanced integration features with external services
in the form of managed Java program snippets. In addition, the process engine is tightly integrated with
a collaboration and management service (Guvnor), a standardized human-task interface (WS-HT), a rule
engine (Drools) and a complex event processing engine (Drools Fusion).
The Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) (Weerawarana et al. 2005) is a standardised language for
specifying activities by means of web services. The standard specifies a BPEL process as XML code, though
graphical notations exist, often based on BPMN. Service interaction can be executable or left abstract.
Analysis tools for BPEL have been developed, for example by formalising BPEL models in terms of Petri
nets as done by Ouyang et al. (2007) and Xia et al. (2012). Kovács, Varró, and Gönczy (2008) use a symbolic
analysis model checker. Fu, Bultan, and Su (2004) and Foster et al. (2003) analyse the communication
between BPEL processes by employing automata. Nevertheless, BPEL is exclusively for web services
defined using WSDL, while in our case, we intend to use tools and APIs locally.
Yet Another Workflow Language (YAWL) (van der Aalst and ter Hofstede 2005) attempts to combine the
functionality of BPMN (business-mindedness) and BPEL (executability). In contrast to other approaches,
YAWL was designed with formal semantics in mind, and is defined as a mapping to Petri nets. Execution
particularly aims to provide insight in data and resources. There is, however, no particular focus on the
integration and orchestration of tools.
Orc (Kitchin et al. 2009) is a formal textual language for the orchestration of service invocation in concurrent
processes. It aims to manage timeouts, task priorities, and failure of services and communication. Orc is
based on trace semantics, which is used to determine whether two Orc programs are interchangeable. The
integration of tools can be achieved by defining sites, which represent units of computation. However, there
is no support for modelling modal behaviour, and the textual notation does not scale to large processes.
Open Services for Life-cycle Collaboration (OSLC) (OSLC Community 2017) is the de facto standard in
tool integration. It is a specification for the management of software lifecycle models and data, which are
represented as resources. The specification is intended to be used for integration of services and data, and
does not include process modelling.
The statecharts formalism (Harel 1987) has first-class notions of concurrency, hierarchy, time and communication. It can therefore be viewed as a suitable formalism for integration and orchestration. Because
statecharts are state-based, and does include fork and join constructs, it is less suitable for process modelling.
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Approach
Petri nets
Activity Diagrams
BPMN2.0
jBPM
BPEL
YAWL
Orc
OSLC
F TG +P M
SCCD

Process

Integration

Table 1: Summary of related work. (

Executability

- Supports,

Analyzability

- Partially supports,

Usability

- Does not support)

The statecharts formalism has been extended with Class Diagrams in SCCD (Van Mierlo et al. 2016), to provide structural object-oriented language constructs (i.e., objects with behaviour). This effectively introduces
dynamic structure to the statecharts formalism.
A summary of all approaches and their suitability for our purpose is presented in Table 1. Support for the
following aspects have been investigated.
•
•
•
•
•

Process – the approach is intended to be used to specify processes;
Service/tool integration – the approach aims at integration of services/tools;
Executability – the approach supports execution (or enactment);
Analyzability – the approach provides means for formal analysis;
Usability – the notation can be considered the most appropriate for the tasks it is intended for.

The main conclusion is that no approach truly unifies process modelling and integration of services. The
approaches that score best in these two aspects, BPEL and Orc, do not have an intuitive, accessible notation,
although in the case of BPEL, graphical notations have been suggested but are not part of the standard.
jBPM overcomes these shortcomings, but does not support analyzability of the service interactions.
In the rest of the paper, we present a approach that scores well in all of the above aspects, by combining the
F TG +P M and the SCCD formalisms.
4

MODELLING ACTIVITIES USING SCCD

We first turn to the definition of an activity. Activities are the atomic actions being executed throughout the
enactment of the process. Up to now, we were agnostic of what is the content of the activity, as we merely
require it to be executable. Most often, it is simply hardcoded in some programming language. When control
is passed to a specific activity, the activity executes.
4.1 Problem Statement
Hardcoding activities does indeed work, though code is arguably not the optimal formalism to describe an
activity. While activities can be limited to executing some local computation, it frequently requires external
tool interaction. Such external tools can be anything, for example a (highly-optimized) simulator that was
previously defined. In such case, hardcoding the potentially complex interaction protocol is far from ideal.
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- model: Model
- configs: List
- results: SimulationResult

model: Model
connect_attempts: Integer
data: String
result: Integer

check_configs_left

initializing

start_activity

[configs_left()]

start_simulation
raise out_service::connect

[!configs_left()]

/ raise create_instance(Simulation,
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in_service::connected /
raise out_service::simulate(data)

terminated
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on_
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connecting

waiting
after(10)
lt)

instance_created(id) /
raise start_instance(id)

after(20) /
raise activity_done(min(simulation_results))

serializing

initializing

spawning_simulation
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u

instance_started(id) /
raise id::start_simulation

Simulation
-

service_timeout

after(1)
[retry()] /
raise out_service::connect

connection_timeout
in_service::simulation_result(result) /
raise simulation_done(result)

[!retry()]

terminated

Figure 2: Automatic activity: protocol implemented to communicate with an external service.
Indeed, protocols have native notions of time (e.g., network timeouts, delays), reactivity (e.g., respond to an
incoming message), and concurrency (e.g., orchestrate multiple tools concurrently).
In our running example, we see this exact problem occuring in the “optimize model” activity. In this
activity, we want to optimize the cost for a given set of parameters, varying a single parameter within a
given range. Concretely, we want to vary the number of traffic lights in the simulation, while keeping all
other parameters fixed. In the end, the activity will return the optimal solution, that is, return the optimal
number of traffic lights for the given set of parameters. In essence, the same simulation is ran with slightly
different parameters. This is, however, embarassingly parallel: each simulation run is independent of every
other simulation run. Therefore, we desire to run some simulations in parallel. Doing this the usual way,
that is, with code, is non-trivial, as we would have to operate at the level of threads, which is not ideal (Lee
2006), and have multiple outgoing connections to the tool.
4.2 Approach
From the previous discussion, it is apparent that code is not the ideal formalism in the case of timed, reactive,
and concurrent activities. We propose to use a formalim equiped with better support for these requirements:
SCCD. Some activities are therefore ideally modelled with SCCD, where they can automatically make use
of its features. On the implementation side, SCCD manages all concurrency, timing, and reactivity natively.
In our running example, we see that these features of SCCD indeed come into use. For concurrency, we
make use of the orthogonal components of SCCD, as well as the ability to spawn new objects dynamically.
As we can spawn objects dynamically, this can be used for dynamic structure: the number of concurrent
simulations can be altered at runtime by a coordinator. For reactivity, all these concurrent simulations return
their results through event passing. On each event, the coordinator should check whether this is a better
alternative than the current best, and if so, replace the current best. For timing, timeouts on each simulator
instance are necessary: if it takes too long to fetch a result, the network connection might have timed out
(and we have to retry), or the simulation might just take too long (and we have to assume that this is not the
ideal solution). This is handled natively by SCCD through the use of after events.
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In Figure 2, we show how the “optimize model” activity of our running example is modelled. This activity is
automated, and makes multiple, concurrent, calls to an external service. In our case, this automated activity
is the optimization activity, which spawns a number of simulations, of which the simulation results are
compared afterwards. Thanks to using SCCD, we can spawn an arbitrary number of “Simulation” objects,
thereby allowing for dynamic structure (concurrent). After a simulation is spawned dynamically for each
parameter that we wish to evaluate, we just wait for results to come in using events (reactive). Each of
the spawned simulations merely serializes the model, to send it to the actual external simulator, after which
we start the simulation externally. If no response is received from the simulator during initialization before
some timeout occurs, we retry the connection (timing). If the simulation was started successfully, but no
result comes in before some timeout occurs, we determine that the simulation has crashed, is stuck in an
infinite loop, ran out of memory, . . . Independent of the reason, we determine that this simulation result is
likely not the optimum, and subsequently ignore this simulation run. When all simulation results are in, or
we have waited sufficiently long, we return the optimal parameter that we found.
5

MAPPING PROCESSES TO SCCD

Orthogonal to the previous section, where we modelled the contents of the activities using SCCD, we now
look at the process model itself. The process model chains the different activities, dictating the order in
which they should be executed, possibly concurrently. Of specific interest is the fork/join operation, which
executes multiple activities concurrently and synchronizes when both have finished. This is ideal for manual
activities, for which multiple developers might be involved, who can now model concurrently.
5.1 Problem Statement
Despite the advantages of concurrent manual activities, implementing this in a truely parallel fashion is nontrivial. Simple implementations merely dictate an arbitrary order between different concurrent activities,
without actually executing them in parallel, as was originally the case in our prototype tool, the Modelverse.
This, because true concurrency is difficult and relies on many platform characteristics. For example, will
the activities be executed on separate processes, or separate threads? And how is their interleaving managed? Maybe the implementation platform does not support true threading (as in Python due to the Global
Interpreter Lock)? And how will we share the data (i.e., models) being used by these tasks? These are only
a small selection of crucial questions regarding the implementation of process enactment. And while we
do not claim that this cannot be implemented in the traditional way, it requires a significant investment to
implement and maintain this infrastructure.
For our running example, this is shown in the concurrent manual activities in the beginning of the process:
creating the various DEVS models. These models are independent, and can easily be created in parallel.
Nonetheless, if there is no support for activities to run concurrently, all work is effectively sequentialized,
significantly stalling the process.
5.2 Approach
The problem arises due to the lacking native support for concurrency in many implementation languages.
As such, implementing process model enactment requires many workarounds to achieve true parallelism.
We note, however, that languages do exist that natively support notions of concurrency, for example SCCD.
Nonetheless, as mentioned in section 3, SCCD was not designed to model workflows, and is therefore not
suited for direct modelling. In summary, we want users to model using activity diagrams, as they are used
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to, but for execution purposes, we map this to an SCCD model under the hood, thereby defining denotational
semantics, instead of operational semantics.
Note that, while other languages with native notions of concurrency certainly exist, we favor SCCD, as
this allows us to reuse the SCCD execution engine that we needed in the previous section. Additionally,
we see many future opportunities for our approach if both orthogonal dimensions are combined (modelling
activities with SCCD, and modelling the process with SCCD): both share the same (hierarchical) formalism,
and can therefore be flattened in theory.
Mapping activity diagrams to SCCD can be achieved through the use of model transformations, which are
often referred to as the heart and soul of MDE (Sendall and Kozaczynski 2003). With model transformations,
a Left-Hand Side (LHS) is searched throughout the model, and, when matched, the match is replaced with
a Right-Hand Side (RHS). In our case, the LHS consists of activity diagrams elements, such as the activity
construct, while the RHS copies the activity diagram construct (thereby leaving the activity diagram intact)
and creates an equivalent SCCD construct (i.e., an orthogonal component). Defining such a mapping is
significantly less work than defining operational semantics from scratch, as we will show. Additionally, by
mapping to SCCD, there is only one concurrent implementation that must be maintained.
A simple mapping to SCCD might consist of mapping fork/join nodes to orthogonal components, and mapping activities to composite states which spawn the activities. While intuitive, this mapping can run into
problems, as an analysis of all concurrent regions would be necessary. For example, consider two parallel
forks, which interleave after some time. A simple mapping would run into problems, as the orthogonal
components would get mixed up. Therefore, we propose a more generic mapping, described next.
Our equivalent SCCD model consists of a set of orthogonal components, one for each activity diagrams
construct. The order in which the orthogonal components are enabled, is defined by the condition that
is present in the orthogonal component itself. Each orthogonal component will check whether it got an
“execution token”, and if so, it passes on the token. All orthogonal components are executed concurrently,
meaning that if suddenly multiple tokens exist, due to a fork, multiple orthogonal components can start
their operation concurrently. Depending on the type of construct, the behaviour changes: activities execute
and pass on the token, a fork splits the token, a join merges the token, and a decision passes the token
conditionally. In the remainder of this section, we describe our transformation rules for each activity diagram
construct in detail.
5.3 Transformation Rules
The following transformation rules are executed in the presented order. Before we actually start the translation however, we first perform a minor optimization step, which merges subsequent fork and join operations.
This is not done for performance, but makes the future mapping slightly easier.
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Figure 3: Optimize rules.
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Orchestrator Figure 4 presents the transformation rule for
the orchestrator, which executes exactly once. For each subsequent transformation rule, we will extend a single orthogonal
region. In this orthogonal region, all elements of the activity
diagram are evaluated in parallel, waiting for some condition
becoming true. The first step is, therefore, to create this orthogonal region and provide it with a default composite state,
in which we catch a spawn event, and actually do the spawning.
By defining this code here, it does not have to be reproduced
throughout the other composite states, and we maximise reuse.
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Figure 4: Orchestrator rule.
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Activity Figure 5 present the transformation rule which executes for each activity. Activities are relatively easy to map,
as they merely require the spawning of their associated activity (in our case, just another SCCD class). This can be done
by sending an event to the orchestrator, and transitioning to
a “running” state ourselves. We stay in this state until we
have determined that the spawned activity has terminated, after
which we mark the current activity as executed (i.e., we pass
on the token).
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Figure 5: Activity rule.
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:Fork
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:Fork
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Figure 6: Fork rule.

7

4

Optimization When a fork succeeds another fork, this is
equivalent to the first fork also forking to the targets of the second fork, thereby bypassing the second fork. The primary purpose of this optimization phase is to remove these constructs,
should they occur, thereby allowing us to skip this case in the
mapping. While this pattern does not occur frequently, it must
be taken care of, as it is a valid construct. The same holds for
the join node.
The optimization of fork nodes is presented in Figure 3. In
essence, the first rule makes sure that the first fork join directly
references to the targets of the second join, and removes the
target from the second join. In the second rule, the empty join
node is removed, as it will now no longer have a target, and is
thereby a useless construct. Similarly, the same holds for the
join node.

Fork Figure 6 present the transformation rule which executes for each fork node. Forking requires a single token to
be distributed among all of its successors, without doing any
computation itself. As such, our transformation rule adds an
orthogonal component which continuously polls whether or
not we have the token ourselves. If we receive the token, we
immediately pass it on to all of our successors simultaneously.
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Join Figure 7 present the transformation rule which executes
for each join node. Joining is slightly more complex, in that
it has to check for multiple tokens, before becoming enabled.
When enabled, it consumes all of these tokens and passes on
the token to its own successor, of which there is only one.

Figure 7: Join rule.
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Decision Figure 8 present the transformation rule which executes for each decision node. The final construct that we have
to map, is the decision node. Similar to all previous nodes,
we check whether we have a token to start execution. Depending on the input data that we receive, we decide to pass on the
token to either the true or the false branch.

Figure 8: Decision rule.
6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In the context of MPM, service orchestration is essential for the combination of multiple external tools.
Nonetheless, current approaches do not sufficiently address the problems it poses: timed, reactive, and concurrent behaviour. In this paper, we proposed an approach for handling these problems by two contributions,
based on SCCD, a Statecharts variant, which has native notions of timing, reactivity, and concurrency. First,
activities themselves are modelled using SCCD, thereby having access to all of its features. Second, the process model was transformed into an equivalent SCCD model, thereby preserving the modelling of activity
diagrams, while gaining the execution of SCCD.
In future work, we plan to combine these two orthogonal dimensions of our approach, as we project this
to have additional benefits. Indeed, as both the process and activities are modelled in SCCD, they can
be combined into a single SCCD model. This single SCCD model can subsequently be analysed (Pap
et al. 2005) or debugged (Mustafiz and Vangheluwe 2013), without any additional work. To achieve the
valid and sound construction of this combined SCCD interaction/process model, composition rules of the
single interaction SCCDs are required to be investigated, constituting the prime focus of our future work.
Our previous work on process-oriented inconsistency management in MPM settings (Dávid et al. 2016)
is a prime candidate to be augmented with such an approach. But software process improvement (SPI)
techniques, in general, can greatly benefit from this as well.
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